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SEITTII - One of the brightestand biggest stars in the heavens is
going through a series of eruptionsand dimming that may lead eventually to a supernova
€xplosion.astronomerssay.
The star, calledRho cassiopeia,is a hypergiantwlth 20 times to 40 times the massof the
sun.
It puts out a half million times more light than the sun and can easily be seen from Earth
eventhough it is 10,000 light years away.. usinga tightyear as a distancemeasurement
helps determineage. The light from a star that is I million light years away was created 1
million years ago.
But Rho cas, as lt is called,is a seething,unstableball of gas that expandsand contracts
over time and occasionally
erupts with a violencethat sendsimmenseamountsof matter
streaming through space.
Astronomersat the Harvard-smithsoniancenter for Astrophysics captured lmages of
such an explosionin 2000 and reportedon their observationsTuesday at the naflonal
m€eting of the Am€rican Astronomical Society.
over a 2oo-day period, the star becamebrighter by 20 percent,a flare that made it one of
sle brightest stars in the unlverse,and then it dimmed,droppingin brightnessby two
magnibrdes.
'An atmospheric
shell was shreddedby the blast wave and sent into space at Mach 4 (four
times the speedof sound),"saidAlex Lobel,also of Harvard-smithsonian.
The astronomersestimatedthat Rho Cas blastedmassequal to lO,OOOEarthsinto space,
-This is a higher rete
of loss than has been seen on any other star,', said Lobel,
All of this activity suggeststhat Rho Cas is nearingthe end,
'These stars live
only a fevrmillionyears and it is in the late stagesof its evolution,"Lobel
said. This is in contrast to main sequencestars, such as the sun, that will burn for more
than 10 billionyears.
Lobelsaid onty a few starsamongthe billionsin the Milkyway are the size of Rhocas,
The astronomersbelieveRho Cas is buildingtowardanother€xplosionand said it should
be Yisible even to amateur astronomers,although they are uncertainjust exactly it will
happen.
RhoCas is locatedin the northernsky in a constellationcassiopeia,This star formationis
marked by a 'w' shapedarrangementsof stars and Rho cas is in one of the arms of the
figure,
Eventually,perhapsin a fewthousandyears, RhoCas will erupt into a supernova
explosion,one of the most powerfulreleases of energy in the unlverse.That will rip the star
apart in one final,giganticspasmof violence.

